Tennis Legend - Mr. Jiri
Novak
Becomes the latest: "XMan"!
>From 1993 when he officially turned Professional, until his
saying good-bye to the ATP World Tour in 2007, Jiri Novak
delighted tennis fans Globally with his amazing abilities on the
tennis court - even more so impressive...he was/is a true
representation of the term; "Professional".
Beloved around the world for always having a big/sincere
smile when asked for an autograph or picture, and then in an
instant, he turned into a threatening: "down-the-linebackhand-warrior" to all of his ATP opponents!
Jiris stellar ATP Career left him with a Singles record of: 337260, and with 7-Titles. His best ATP Singles Ranking was in
2002 @: #5!
Not only a Singles sensation, Doubles was always a focal point
for him, and in his career he amassed a sensational career
record of: 311-211, and with 11-Titles. His best ATP Doubles
Ranking was in 2001 @ #6!
  

OK - so yes, he had an amazing career that everyone would
envy - however what always has been his strongest part of his
tennis game, are his tireless personal efforts to without
financial, etc expectations, unselfishly give back to the Game
he so loves!
Splitting his time with living a few months in Florida, and
then returning back to CZE, his focus is now on his family, but
still remaining VERY competitive - he will be playing
Bundesliga matches - plus many Exhibitions throughout
Europe - all with a big, bold "X" on his favorite strings - Poly
Force 17/1.24mm & also keeping a tight grip on his "stringholder" with the exceptional performance of the PACIFIC xTR
over-grip.
A true Legend of the Game and so at every level - PACIFIC is
proud to announce this exciting cooperation with Mr. Jiri
Novak!
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